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Abstract—Implementing multimedia in education has proven to be quite beneficial to the educational processes by enhancing the students’ cognitive abilities, accelerating of memorization and learning, and easing the understanding of abstract entities. But, for an educational system, whether it is a single institution, regional system, or even a state level system, the information that multimedia technologies provide enhancements to the educational processes is not sufficient to achieve the acclaimed advancements. To improve learning by implementing multimedia, decisions about actions and investments should be based on a specific analysis of the current condition of the educational system. In this manner, this research presents an evaluation methodology that supports the purposes of strategic planning and investments in education, in the context of advancements implementing multimedia. The methodology takes into account three key aspects: i) multimedia equipment and IT resources, ii) teacher competencies and their interest in adding multimedia to their lectures, and iii) promotional events about using multimedia in education. As a case study, a segment of the educational system in a municipality in R. Macedonia was evaluated, where the results showed the system’s strong and weak aspects, giving a profound direction in which the future enhancement efforts should be conducted.

Index Terms—Multimedia in education, evaluation methodology, improving classroom teaching, management decision support.

I. INTRODUCTION

Educational systems employ an ongoing effort for advancement in order to enhance their educational processes and more effectively transfer the knowledge to their students. In the last couple of decades, the explosive development of Internet and multimedia technologies brought vast possibilities to implement these new paradigms with an aim to improve students’ learning and more easily augment their knowledge. Worldwide research activities in the field of practicing multimedia in education have proven that implementing multimedia renders enhancements in learning in many different ways, such as promotion of the students’ cognitive abilities, acceleration of memorization and learning and alleviation of understanding of abstract, micro and macro entities. But, from a higher perspective of an educational system, the information that multimedia can bring enhancement to the learning processes is not sufficient to achieve the intended advancements. For this purpose, to evaluate the conditions and potentials of an educational system to advance, there are several key questions that need to be answered, such as: Is the educational system properly equipped concerning hardware resources? Are the teachers interested to present their lecture content using multimedia? Does the educational system organize events in order to promote the usage of multimedia technologies?

In order to answer the aforementioned questions, this research presents an evaluation methodology that supports the purposes of strategic planning and investments in educational systems, in the context of learning enhancement by the implementation of multimedia technologies and, to the best of our knowledge, this is the first effort to realize such research. The performed evaluation is based on an anonymous survey conducted in a segment of the educational system in a municipality in R. Macedonia. The first intention was to evaluate the complete secondary education in the country, but the lack of financial support prevented us to realize this objective. Nevertheless, we believe that the developed methodology in this research is a solid foundation to determine the weakest elements of any educational system or system level (regardless of whether it is a single institution or a composite system), and provides directions for future decisions, efforts and investments, on the course of improvement of education by implementing multimedia technologies.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the related work and explains the main motivating factors to realize this research. Section 3 describes the methodology for evaluation of educational systems, depicting the key aspects and indicators that portray that system’s state in the given context. Section 4 presents an evaluation case study of segment of the educational system in a municipality in R. Macedonia. The given example shows that the evaluation provides adequate results and a solid platform on which future decisions could be based on. Beside the presentation of the results, a discussion about all the specific implications related to the provided information is presented as well. Section 5 concludes the paper with a deduction of the most important characteristics and contributions of this research.

II. MOTIVATION AND RELATED WORK

The implementation of multimedia in lectures has proven to be very favorable to the educational processes and provides numerous benefits for the students’ cognitive and memory abilities. For example, Lee et al. [1] as pioneers in the field of implementing multimedia in education speak about the usage of multimedia for supporting classroom instructions. Their initial results had shown that this method of instruction has a great potential in enhancing traditional teaching methods. When applied correctly, it can bring breadth and depth to the subject, render efficient use of class time, create flexibility in teaching, and, enhance students’ leaning. Mayer [2] also concluded that, under some conditions, multimedia learning can lead to substantial improvements in problem-solving transfer, and that students are better able to make sense of a scientific or mathematical explanation when they are able to hold relevant visual and verbal representations in working memory at the same time. Garcia et al. [3] showed that, in some specific case of descriptive geometry, the use of flash animations accelerates the development of the students’ spatial perception. Lin et al. [4] investigated the potential benefits of using animation, visual cueing, and their combination in a multimedia environment designed to support learners’ acquisition and retention of scientific concepts and processes, concluding that participants provided with animations retained significantly more concepts than their peers provided with static graphics. Kim et al. [5] explored the effects of gamification of learning and concluded that after some period of adaptation the learning curve is quite steeper that with regular learning. This list goes much further and similar conclusions are presented in many other researches, such as: Arcelli et al. [6], Mayer et al. [7], Lou et al. [8], Aloraini [9], Milovanovic et al. [10], Mercier et al. [11], Pérez-López et al. [12], Barra et al. [13], Surjono et al. [14], Rabah [15], Tibbitts et al. [16], Cuban et al. [17], Evans et al. [18], Gilakjani [19], Khoo [20], Schmid [21], Eysink et al. [22], Brom et al. [23], Kumar et al. [24], Kumar et al. [25], Bittman et al. [26], Mai et al. [27], Chen et al. [28], Marsono and Wu [29], Ulyoy et al. [30], Loong et al. [31], Portugal et al. [32], Adesope et al. [33], Ocepek et al. [34], Inavat et al. [35], Danielson et al. [36], Robles et al. [37], Leow et al. [38], Smith et al. [39], Mayer et al. [40], Jeong et al. [41], Audty et al. [42], Scheiter et al. [43], Bei and Peng [44], Neo et al. [45], Park et al. [46], Kocaleva [47], Schwepple et al. [48], that undoubtedly prove the benefits gained by the implementation of multimedia technologies in education.

Taking all these benefits into account, in 2005, the Government of R. Macedonia adopted the “National program for development of education in the R. Macedonia 2005-2015” [49]. One part of this document is the “Program for development and implementation of ICT in education”, with a vision that consists of multiple goals, among which the most interesting to this research are the following:

a) To the year of 2015 all the teachers are obligated to use ICT technologies in the educational processes;

b) All the primary and secondary schools must obtain High Speed Internet connection;

c) To provide that no more than 15 students have access to a single computer for multimedia lectures;

d) To provide access to Internet educational multimedia resources until the end of 2015.

Knowing that the education is an essential pillar of any society, the Macedonian Government raised the investments and financial support of educational sector. Thus, conforming to the goals defined in [49], among other investments, the Macedonian Ministry of Education started a project to provide a computer for each student, for laboratory settings, while, similarly, later in 2014 a new project was realized to supply a tablet for each student. Hence, considering these investments, it was expected that the positive effects would inevitably follow. But, the recently published World Bank report on public expenditure for FYR Macedonia [50] revealed a rather unexpected situation. We cite several fragments from the report:

“The quality of primary and secondary education seems to have declined”

“In 2013, FYR Macedonia’s spending on education of 4.1 percent of GDP was the highest in the region, but its education performance indicators were below the regional average. The quality of primary and secondary education has not improved significantly over the last several years, as measured by international tests. Scores on the Trends in International Mathematics and Science Study (TIMSS) declined significantly between 1999 and 2011, and are below other European countries.”

“The levels of skills and knowledge of Macedonian students lag behind those of students in comparable countries. For example, on PIRLS 2006, which assesses children in the fourth year of formal schooling on a range of reading comprehension strategies, fewer children reached the lowest benchmark in FYR Macedonia (55%) than all neighboring and EU countries which participated (the next lowest was 83% for Slovenia). On the TIMSS assessment, which test children in grade 8 in
mathematics and science, Macedonia did significantly worse between 1999 and 2011 as the average mathematics score fell from 447 to 426, with no other European country scoring less. The proportion of FYR Macedonian students who achieve the minimum standard (the ‘low international benchmark’) fell from 70% to 61% in mathematics and from 73% to 53% in science”.

The report analyses presented in [50] raised multiple questions about the reasons that lead to such situation, which were the main motivating factors to explore in this direction and develop a methodology for evaluation of the potentials of an educational system for advancement, in the context of the usage of multimedia in class lectures. The evaluation defines multiple indicators that provide solid representation of the system’s condition, and supports the future planning and decisions concerning the advancement of the referred educational system.

III. EVALUATION METHODOLOGY: CRITERIA, INDICATORS AND HYPOTHESIS

The methodology we have developed considers a three step approach. In the first step we define the basic criteria upon which the evaluation will be performed, i.e. the evaluation is defined from a perspective of several key aspects. The second step is the derivation of the quantitative normalized indicators that would accurately depict the current situation of an educational system involving the usage of multimedia technologies. And, finally, in the third step we describe our hypothesis which we put on a test in the next chapter.

A. Basic criteria

In order to plot the current potentials of an educational system to advance using multimedia technologies, we declare that the evaluation methodology is defined by three key aspects.

i) The first key aspect, upon which we base our estimation of the school’s capabilities to implement multimedia learning, is the school’s equipment with multimedia hardware and other IT resources. It is an obvious criteria since “one cannot become a good craftsman without possessing proper tools”. Thus, presenting the situation with hardware equipment is crucial to depict the schools’ capabilities to implement multimedia content in the class lectures. This aspect is covered by data concerning the total number of classrooms and the number of classrooms equipped with audio system, TV, video projector and smart board. We also included a set of questions about the Internet connection speeds, and the number of servers that a schools possesses.

ii) The second key aspect is the teachers’ interest and their current usage of multimedia content, as well as their requirements for future increased usage of multimedia in their lectures. In this manner, on one hand, we will learn the exact amount of classes in which some form of multimedia is used. But, on the other hand, what would be more valuable information is that this aspect will show how much are the teachers interested and willing to use multimedia in their classes. Hypothetically, if we come to a situation in which the teachers consider that no benefit will come out of multimedia lectures, it would be quite difficult to enhance the educational processes, or, we can simply say, it would certainly take much longer.

iii) The third key aspect is about various events (seminars, conferences, workshops etc.) that schools organize to promote usage of multimedia in education, and/or the teachers’ attendances to such events regardless of whether they are organized by the schools we evaluate, or by a third party.

For the purpose of evaluation based on aforementioned criteria, we composed two types of questionnaires: a) a questionnaire for the principal/administration office, with questions concerning the equipment present in the school classrooms, the Internet connection capacities and the organization of promotional events, and b) a questionnaire for each teacher with questions about: the total number of classes in one semester for each subject they teach, the number of classes in which the teacher uses a single type of multimedia content (images, audio, video, animations, interactive multimedia content, educational games and various web resources), the cumulative usage of any type of multimedia in the total number of classes, the teacher’s attendance to meetings and events, and their preparedness and competencies for creating multimedia content. In this questionnaire we also included a question of whether the classroom where particular classes take place is properly equipped with multimedia devices, since many classrooms are shared classrooms.

B. Normalized indicators

Considering the previously defined key aspects of the evaluation methodology we define ten indicators of state, normalized to the values from “0” to “1”, that would present the preparedness of an educational system and its potentials to advance with an aid of multimedia in the class lectures.

1) The first indicator (SEq) considers the schools’ equipment. For the teachers to be able to fully implement multimedia lectures, we propose that each classroom should be fully equipped with an audio system, TV, video projector, smart board and at least one computer. SEq is calculated as the number of fully equipped classrooms divided by the total number of classrooms in the schools.

2,3) The Internet connection bandwidths (Up, Do), are the second and the third indicator, which, in a standard case at present times, would be sufficient if each school has at least 30 Mbps download (Do) and at least 5 Mbps upload (Up) bandwidths. This is a case when a multimedia server (if present) does not serve clients outside the local network. Otherwise, the requirements for upload bandwidth would be much higher. These indicators are calculated as the current upload (i.e. download) divided by the upload (i.e. download) in the sufficient case (30/5 Mbps). If one of these measures goes above the limits of 30/5 Mbps, we set the corresponding indicator to “1”.
4) The fourth indicator ($E$) is part of the third aspect concerning meetings and events for promotion of multimedia usage in education, but only considers events that are organized by the respondent schools. In a discussion with several teachers from different schools (and not only the ones evaluated in this research), the majority believe that one municipal or regional meeting annually, in a form of a workshop, is sufficient to exchange experiences, promote collaboration about novel lecturing techniques and discuss the gained results. Therefore, this indicator is calculated as the total number of organized events in the last five years divided by 5.

5) As a fifth indicator ($S$), that also represents the aspect of equipment and IT resources, we defined the number of servers that a school possesses. For an ideally equipped school, we consider that one employed server is completely sufficient, but, beside other eventful functions, it is expected to be used for serving multimedia lectures as well. For a single institution this indicator is defined as “1” if server is present, and “0” if absent. For a larger educational system it is calculated as the total number of servers divided by the total number of evaluated schools (in our case four), with a maximum of “1”. In both cases, if the servers are not used for multimedia services, we additionally divide this indicator by “2”.

6) Concerning the usage of multimedia content in the classrooms, we believe that some or multiple forms of multimedia content should be used in every lecture, regardless if it is images, animation or some other form of multimedia. This is the sixth indicator ($\mu_{MM}$). Combined usage of multiple content types is also encouraged, but in this particular research we addressed the issue of whether multimedia in any form is used in each lecture. Thus, it is calculated as the number of classes in which any type of multimedia is used divided by the total number of classes, in one semester.

7) The seventh indicator ($n_{MM}$) is closely related to the sixth and represents the needed amount of multimedia lectures that teachers require and consider sufficient for their classes. It is calculated as the number of classes in which the teachers require to use multimedia, divided by the total number of classes, in a semester.

8) The eighth indicator ($tE$) is the average annual participation of the teachers to events promoting the use of multimedia in the classroom. In an ideal case, this indicator is also set to one which corresponds to the previous discussion about the organization of such events by the schools. This means that each teacher should attend at least one event annually, regardless whether it is a local, regional, or maybe international event. It is calculated as the average number of annual participations to such events divided by the total number of teachers.

9) Although considered in this research, the ninth indicator ($tC$) showing teacher competencies to create multimedia content is not regarded as a crucial factor, since the teachers teach different subjects and it cannot be expected from them to be educated in creating computer animations or producing specific videos. But, we included this indicator in order to see how the teachers manage with this issue, even though the percentage of teachers that are competent to create multimedia content around 50% would be completely satisfactory. It is calculated as the average number of teachers that feel competent to create a certain type of multimedia content divided by the total number of teachers.

10) Finally, regarding the classroom equipment, we defined another indicator ($CEq$), denoting whether the classroom where the lectures of a specific course are held is equipped with multimedia devices. This indicator is closely related to $SEq$, but considers the fact that some classrooms are shared classrooms, which is especially the case for the computer laboratories. This is a compact indicator that represents the conditions of the classroom in use for the particular class lectures. It is calculated as the number of classes that are held in an adequately equipped classroom divided by the total number of classes held in one semester.

C. Hypothesis

When all the required data is gathered, we hypothesize that the potentials of an educational system to advance using multimedia technologies can be precisely determined. Thus, it can be exploited in making decisions in a direction to foster improvements in the learning processes, with an emphasis of the weakest elements that require premiere attention.

IV. AN EVALUATION CASE STUDY OF A SEGMENT OF THE EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM IN A MUNICIPALITY IN R. MACEDONIA: RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

For the purpose of presenting an example of evaluation of the potentials of an educational system to advance using multimedia technologies, we chose a segment of the educational system in a municipality in R. Macedonia. The selected segment of the educational system comprises of four schools. Hence, an anonymous survey was conducted in all selected schools, where each teacher, as well as representatives from the administrative offices, were individually requested to fill the corresponding questionnaires. We collected a total of 86 questionnaires from teachers, which represent 48% of all employed teachers, and all 4 questionnaires from the administrative offices.

A. General plots

In this section we first plot the situation of the evaluated segment of the educational system in general, thus from Fig. 1 to Fig. 7 we present the findings regarding the key aspects, representing absolute, cumulative and/or single parameter data. These representations are quite adequate from a certain perspective, and offer good insight in some specific details concerning the implementation of multimedia in educational processes.

The chart in Fig. 1 represents the standings of all the evaluated schools in the municipality of Veles, concerning the multimedia equipment, Internet connection and organization of promotional events. Unfortunately, the presented numbers indicate significant
deficiency in multimedia hardware equipment, such as audio systems, TVs, video projectors and smart boards. The organization of events for promoting multimedia usage in classes is fair, with an average of 0.6 events annually, in the last five years, and with the last event held in December 2014. The schools are also well equipped with servers, but with only 25% usage for the purpose of implementing multimedia in classes. The only satisfactory parameters in this case are the Internet connection speeds. We must also mention that, according to the questionnaires, individual situation among all evaluated schools is very similar, which is shown by the standard deviation along the mean values, concerning the schools’ equipment, presented in Fig. 2. This implies that the situation with the lack of hardware equipment is common among all the evaluated schools in the city of Veles.

Contrary to the situation with the schools’ equipment presented in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2, the chart in Fig. 3 describes completely different situation. Even though the classrooms are barely equipped with multimedia devices, it appeared that in the majority of classes (nearly 70%) teachers do implement multimedia in their lectures. These two different plots do not correspond to each other, and at first it seemed that there are some errors in the data analyses, or maybe the respondents did not provide accurate answers. This situation motivated us to convey a series of conversations with the teachers previously involved in the survey, from whom we learned that most of them use their own laptops and carry-on speakers to implement multimedia in their classes. This was unexpected and surprising information, but it was also explaining the reason for our charts discrepancy. We must also point out that this raised a certain dilemma about the quality of multimedia lecturing when only a single laptop is used in class, but this is a question that is out of the scope of this research. What can be considered as a promising outcome of the situation that Fig. 3 presents is that all the teachers consider that multimedia should be implemented in even more of their classes.

The following several charts present the situation of the teachers’ use of multimedia content, as well as their other activities concerning the use of multimedia, their participation in various events, their capabilities to create multimedia content and whether the classroom where they hold their classes is properly equipped.

**Fig. 1.** Schools’ multimedia equipment in all evaluated schools in the selected segment of the referred educational system.

**Fig. 2.** Average multimedia equipment in the evaluated schools in the selected segment of the referred educational system, and the standard deviation among different schools.

The need for usage multimedia content in classes

The percentage of classes that in a particular system use some type of web content.
Fig. 4 shows the standard deviation among the teachers from all different schools, along with the data about the actual usage of multimedia in classes, which shows that the situation among the teachers is relatively similar. The following Fig. 5, similarly to the outcome of Fig. 1, presents a situation that is barely satisfactory. With an average annual participation of teachers to a 0.13 events, it can be concluded that each teacher, on average, attends one event in 7 to 8 years. This is quite valuable information for the schools management team, and an indicator that this kind of collaboration among the teachers should be more intensively promoted.

Fig. 6 shows the percentage of teachers that feel competent to create certain multimedia content for the use in their own lectures, as well as the standard deviation of this indicator. Again, we observe quite interesting results because decent number of teachers believe that they are sufficiently competent to create their own multimedia materials. Thus, it must be pointed out that in this particular case there is very high standard deviation among the teachers, which, we must admit was an expected result. If we compare the chart in Fig. 6 to the chart in Fig. 3, we can infer some correlation explaining that decent amount of multimedia materials are certainly provided or produced by the corresponding teachers. This situation also implies that, in order to enhance the learning capabilities of their students, many of the teachers put a lot of effort to follow the modern trends in education and to practice the new ways of teaching. Also, an inevitable conclusion implies that the ambient they work in can be further improved.

In Fig. 6 we plot the percentage of teachers that feel competent to create certain multimedia content for the use in their own lectures, as well as the standard deviation of this indicator. Again, we observe quite interesting results because decent number of teachers believe that they are sufficiently competent to create their own multimedia materials. Thus, it must be pointed out that in this particular case there is very high standard deviation among the teachers, which, we must admit was an expected result. If we compare the chart in Fig. 6 to the chart in Fig. 3, we can infer some correlation explaining that decent amount of multimedia materials are certainly provided or produced by the corresponding teachers. This situation also implies that, in order to enhance the learning capabilities of their students, many of the teachers put a lot of effort to follow the modern trends in education and to practice the new ways of teaching. Also, an inevitable conclusion implies that the ambient they work in can be further improved.

To conclude this part, consisting of chart types explaining certain situations, we present one more parameter in Fig. 7 that somehow correlates to the data about schools’ equipment presented in Fig. 1, but from a different perspective.
Namely, in the most usual case, in all the schools, classrooms are sheared among students of different age, subject, and different teachers. Thus, the situation presented in Fig. 1 does not necessarily imply such unwilling situation as it appears to be at first site. Fig. 7 shows that, since the majority of classrooms are shared, the percentage of equipped classrooms where the teachers hold their lectures is quite higher compared to Fig. 1. This also implies that it is not necessary to employ full multimedia equipment in all the classrooms, and we believe that a percentage of roughly 50% would be completely sufficient. As presented in Fig. 7, the situation with the classroom equipment where certain classes are held exhibits better overall standings, regardless of the quite deficient situation presented in Fig. 1.

B. Normalized indicators and comprehensible plot

For the purpose of making the results of this research much more prominent for the top management, and to visualize the ten indicators defined in the previous section more comprehensibly, in the following charts (Fig. 8 and Fig. 9) we plot the normalized indicators in a visually more intelligible radar chart. Hence, each indicators’ value spans from zero to one, where zero means worst, and one indicates best case scenario. The plots in Fig. 8 present the individual situation in each school, from which it can be seen that all the schools share similar characteristics. Fig. 9 clearly depicts the current potentials of the evaluated (composite) segment of the educational system to advance using multimedia technologies. From this plot it is easily inferred that the schools are not sufficiently equipped with multimedia devices (indicators SEq and CEq), and these should gain premier attention in future enhancement planning efforts.

Fig. 8. Plot of the 10 normalized indicators individually presenting the potentials of each evaluated school the city of Veles, R. Macedonia, to advance using multimedia technologies.
The referred educational system is also deficient in organizing events for promoting the usage of multimedia in classes, and it is also quite inactive in promoting the idea that teachers should make greater effort to attend such events (indicators $E$ and $tE$). In this manner, it is obvious that a collaboration among teachers is required in a greater extent as well. Other indicators, such as $Do$, $Up$, and $uMM$ imply highly substantial situation in the usage of multimedia content.

But, we must draw attention to the question whether the quality of multimedia lectures is on an appropriate level, since the teachers work in somewhat insufficiently equipped classrooms, and provide their own means to realize their intended lecturing tasks.

![Plot of the 10 normalized indicators presenting the potentials of the whole segment of the educational system to advance using multimedia technologies.](image)

Legend: $SEq$ – school equipment; $Do$ – download bandwidth (Mbps); $Up$ – upload bandwidth (Mbps); $E$ – annual events organized by the schools; $S$ – servers; $uMM$ – actual usage of multimedia; $nMM$ – need for usage of multimedia; $tE$ – teachers’ attendance to events promoting usage of multimedia in classes; $tC$ – teachers competency level to create multimedia content; $CEq$ – classroom equipment

Another indicator with a positive value is $nMM$ that witnesses the increased interest among the teacher to use multimedia content, beside the fact that the actual usage is rather decent. If we go back and refer to the previously mentioned Report [50], an obvious recommendation for this particular educational system would be to direct their future investments toward providing certain multimedia equipment, as well as a financial support for organizing promotional events and providing the teachers with means to participate in such events.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In recent years, implementing multimedia in lectures attracted huge attention from the research community. That research has proven that multimedia is quite beneficial to the educational processes and brings a lot of benefits to enhance learning. But, for an educational system, the information that multimedia technologies provide enhancement of the educational process is not sufficient to achieve the required advancement. Decisions about actions and investments, in the context of implementing multimedia in lectures, must be based on a specific analysis of the current system state. In this research we developed an evaluation methodology that supports the purposes of strategic planning and investments in educational systems by plotting the crucial indicators that depict the educational system’s condition, and its potentials to advance with the implementation of multimedia. As a case study, a segment of the educational system in a municipality in R. Macedonia was evaluated, where the results have exactly shown its strong and weak aspects, and in which direction should future efforts be conducted. Regarding the results of this evaluation, it was evident that classroom equipment indicators were among the lowest, while Internet connection capacities and the actual use of multimedia were among the highest. Beside the recommendations for future investments in equipment that the results imply, the organization and promotion of events about the use of multimedia in education should be conveyed as well. Considering the fact that teachers mostly use multimedia that personally create, or make their own effort to provide, we believe that a multimedia collaboration system (library and portal) would provide greater benefits to the educational community, and not only to a single educational system. If teachers in a larger region are connected in a collaboration system where they can exchange multimedia content and lectures, it would widen the enhancement perspectives not only to the educational processes, but also to the way teachers experience teaching. Our future efforts would be directed toward the planning and development of such collaboration system where teachers, as well as students, can create, exchange and discuss their experiences from using multimedia lectures and the knowledge benefits they gain.
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